
Smarter. Digital. Mobile. Connected.

IN-FLIGHT REVENUE GROWTH
Our smart retail POS solution supports 

personalized offers, reduces transaction times 
and drives in-flight ancillary revenue or view any 

passengers pre-ordered meals for any cabin.

IMPROVED COMMUNICATION
With seamless integration to several systems, 

TA Inflight streamlines communication between 
crew and with other airline teams on the ground.

DIGITAL CABIN
A true digital cabin replaces time-consuming 

paper-based and manual tasks, removing friction 
points from in-flight operations, while access to real-
time information helps crews work more efficiently.

SUPERIOR SERVICE
With access to rich passenger information, 
your crew can deliver improved customer 

service and a better flight experience.

Improve cabin crew productivity, personalize your 
passenger experience, and increase ancillary revenue 
with TA Inflight, a software that creates a digital cabin.

Benefits

True Digital Cabin

TA Inflight creates a digital 
cabin for your crew to improve 
productivity and streamline 
the inflight operation. TA Inflight 
delivers in-depth passenger 
information, including booking 
information and passenger 
profiles, for an enhanced, 
more personal inflight service.

A Single Digital Source of Truth

TA Inflight brings all the 
information your crew needs 
into a single application. Access 
manuals and checklists, manage 
crew checks and training, and 
make your reporting digital, 

including seamless integration 
to multiple on-ground systems 
for real improvements.

TA Inflight can take your 
in-flight service and crew 
productivity to new heights.

Increase In Flight Revenue

Drive inflight revenue skyward 
with our integrated retail 
solution that automatically ties 
in-flight sales to the passenger 
for future personalization and 
customer service benefits. Our 
smart Retail Point of Sale (POS), 
with multiple payment options 
and quick transactions, can 
increase your revenue.

Build Customer Loyalty

Empower your crew with the 
information and tools to resolve 
service issues in the cabin at 
first touch. Actions and tasks 
performed in TA Inflight are 
captured and delivered securely 
to your chosen CRM or data 
warehouse on landing. This 
valuable data can increase 
passenger service success and 
operational improvements.

It’s time to transform your inflight 
experience with TA Inflight.



Our Complete, End-to-End Airline Solutions

Enhanced flight service and a seamless passenger experience 
are the results of a digital cabin. The integrated POS into a single 
application will grow your inflight retail revenue to new heights.

Automation of the crew 
layover process and 
a digital cabin with 

integrated point of sale

Digital Baggage 
Reconciliation with 

real time operational 
information

Proactive, digital 
disruption management 

with a focus on 
passenger self service

Mobile DCS to transform 
your airport operation 

and improve the 
passenger experience

Get connected  |  TAConnections.com
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